STAFF REPORT
To:
From:
Date of Meeting:
Type of Item:
Process:

East Side Planning Commission
Kirsten Whetstone, MS, AICP- County Planner
November 7, 2019
Rezone and MPD – Work Session
Legislative

RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends the Planning Commission review the proposed Extra
Space Storage Rezone and Master Planned Development (MPD) applications as work session
items and provide the applicant and staff with feedback.
Project Description
Project Name:
Applicant(s):
Property Owner(s):
Location:
Zone District:
Parcel Number and Size:
Type of Process:
Final Land Use Authority:

Extra Space Storage Rezone and MPD/CUP
Dan Meyer
Redoubt Excavation, Inc. PO Box 897, Heber City, UT 84032
2361 West SR 248
Agriculture- 5 (AG-5)
Parcel # CD-425 (13.28 acres)
Rezone, Master Planned Development, Conditional Use Permit
County Council

Proposal
The applicant, Dan Meyer, is requesting approval of a rezone of Parcel CD-425 from Agriculture
5 (AG-5) to Light Industrial (LI). Applicant’s letter is attached as Exhibit A. Concurrent with the
rezone application, the applicant is requesting a Master Planned Development (MPD) and
Conditional Use Permit (CUP) for a commercial self-storage facility to be managed and operated
by Extra Space Storage. Applicant’s development plans and application materials are attached
as Exhibit B. Applicant proposes to development the site in two phases. Phase 1 is proposed for
one two story building, Building A, consisting of 2,400 sf (including an accessory dwelling unit
on the second floor and 625 storage units (134,140 sf) ranging in size from 50 sf to 600 sf in
Buildings B – M. Phase 2 consists of 410 storage units (82,050 sf) ranging in size from 50 sf to
600 sf.
If approved, the parcel would be eligible for all uses listed as allowed, conditional or low impact
on the Use Table in Chapter 3 of the Eastern Summit County Development Code
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https://sterlingcodifiers.com/codebook/index.php?book_id=522&chapter_id=30050 (also attached as Exhibit

C), unless otherwise restricted by the Master Planned Development and/or Development
Agreement. LI and CC zone districts and regulations are attached as Exhibit D. Warehousing
and Commercial Storage require a Conditional Use Permit in both the Commercial and Light
Industrial Zoning Districts.
Vicinity Maps

AG-40

AG-80

SUBJECT
PROPERTY

AG-10

AG-5
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Background
The applicant, Dan Meyer, is requesting approval of a rezone from Agriculture-5 (AG-5) to Light
Industrial (LI) for a 13.28 acre property known as Parcel CD-425, owned by Redoubt Excavation,
Inc. Located on the south side of SR 248, approximately ¼ miles west of Democrat Ally, the
property is addressed as 2361 W SR 248 (aka 2170 W Hwy 248). The parcel is not part of a
recorded subdivision and is not contiguous to Kamas City limits and is also not within the Kamas
Annexation Declaration Area. The property is not currently used for agricultural purposes. No
wetlands or streams are evident on the USFW wetlands mapper (Exhibit E).
On June 7, 2000, Mr. Chappell, property owner at the time, was granted a Conditional Use
Permit to construct a 6000 square foot barn on the property. On November 20, 2002, a
Conditional Use Permit for a log processing operation (Chappell Log Homes) was approved by
the Eastern Summit County Planning Commission (Exhibit F). The CUP allowed outdoor storage
with a 6’ high screening fence. A one-year review of the site was required; however, staff was
not able to locate documentation of such review. County records do not show an active
business license currently on the property. The property contains a large structure utilized for
lumber processing. There is ongoing storage of lumber and miscellaneous equipment storage as
well as a fenced enclosure on the property.
Access to the property is from SR 248 directly west of the UDOT storage facility, on the south
side of SR 248. Access is paved from SR 248 to the individual entry gates of both properties.
Striped and marked deceleration/acceleration turn lanes are provided on SR 248 for traffic
control from both the easterly and westerly directions.
Purpose
The purpose of this work session is to introduce the project to the Planning Commission and to
receive feedback as it relates to the 4 standards required to be met for amendments to the
Zoning Map (see Analysis below). Staff also requests discussion and direction on rezoning to
Light Industrial, as requested by the applicant, or optionally to Commercial. Additionally, staff
requests discussion as to specific uses that could be restricted through the future Master
Planned Development, due to the location and characteristics of the property.
Analysis
Section 11-5-3 of the Development Code states that amendments to the Zoning Map shall not
be granted until both the Planning Commission and County Council have reviewed the specific
development proposal and determined:
(1) The amendment is generally consistent with the goals of the general plan;
(2) The amendment is compatible with adjacent land uses and will not be overly
burdensome on the local community;
(3) The specific development plan is in compliance with all applicable standards and
criteria for approval as described in chapter 4 of this title; and
(4) The amendment does not adversely affect the public health, safety and general
welfare.
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Additionally, the master planned development process is required with an application for a
rezone in all zones (Section 11-4-12 (B)). The MPD Criteria in Section 11-4-12 (E) apply to the
proposal, as noted in the analysis below.
Prior to making a final recommendation on the rezone, the Planning Commission shall hold a
public hearing. The County Council, after receiving a recommendation from the Planning
Commission and holding a public hearing, may approve, or deny, the request to amend the
Zoning Map by ordinance, based upon written findings of fact and conclusions of law according
to each of the four standards. It is the responsibility of the applicant to provide written and
graphic evidence demonstrating compliance with the following standards:
Standard 1: The amendment is generally consistent with the goals of the general plan;
REQUEST DISCUSSION
Analysis: The Eastern Summit County General Plan emphasizes the need to balance
economic growth and diversity with the preservation of Summit County’s agricultural
heritage and natural resources. The proposed rezone area is currently used as a lumber
processing yard and for storage. Changing the zoning on the property would enable all
allowed, conditional and low impact uses as stated in the attached Chapter 3 Use Table
for the Light Industrial (LI) Zoning District, unless specifically limited by the MPD.
Staff requests the Planning Commission provide direction as to whether the proposed
change from AG-5 to LI is consistent with the need to balance economic growth and
diversity goals with preservation of the agricultural heritage and natural resources as
required by the General Plan. The Commercial (C) Zoning District, where commercial
storage is also a Conditional Use, may be an alternative. Allowed, conditional and low
impact uses in Commercial and Light Industrial are highlighted in Chapter 3 Use Table
(Exhibit C).
Standard 2: The amendment is compatible with adjacent land uses and will not be overly
burdensome on the local community; REQUEST DISCUSSION
Analysis: The site is located along SR 248 at an existing entrance that also serves a UDOT
storage facility. Adjacent uses are undeveloped parcels, UDOT storage facility, and SR
248 as well as residential property to the south. There are several 10+ acre parcels with
homes located on Lambert Lane adjacent to the southern portion of the subject
property in the AG-5 District. Further to the east there are residential uses adjacent to
South Democrat Alley, also in the AG-5 District. North of 248 properties are large 40+
parcels, located in the AG-80 District. The applicant needs to demonstrate that Light
Industrial and Commercial uses can mitigate impacts that would be burdensome on the
local community. Uses, including commercial storage are proposed to be contained
within primarily single-story buildings. Only Building A is two stories, with accessory
dwelling unit on second floor. Items to consider include hours of operation, lighting,
dust, noise, setbacks, building massing, site design, architectural design and character,
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landscaping, screening of outdoor storage, hazardous materials, stormwater run-off and
on-going management and maintenance.
Standard 3: The specific development plan is in compliance with all applicable standards and
criteria for approval as described in chapter 4 of this title; REQUEST DISCUSSION
Analysis: The following table of applicable standards provides a comparison for Light
Industrial and Commercial Zoning and how the proposal complies.

Purpose/
Intent

Use Criteria

Commercial (C)
Provide access to a limited
range of neighborhood and
service-related uses
necessary to support needs
of residents in the
surrounding area. Allows
new commercial uses to be
established within the
Commercial Zone of
unincorporated
community.

Light Industrial (LI)
Provide locations for
industrial land use
and encourage
industrial
development near
incorporated
municipalities, where
adequate services
are generally
available. Also
intended to permit
appropriate diversity
of economic activity
in other appropriate
locations – when
service can be made
available and use is
compatible.
1. Use provides goods
1. Adequate parking,
and/or services and
circulation and
employment to
safe access.
residents of Eastern
2. Public services are
Summit County.
available to serve
2. There is sufficient
demands of use
parking at minimum
without negatively
ratio (3/1000) with
impacting level of
adequate circulation
service to
and convenient access
adjoining uses.
without hazards and
3. Does not contain
conflicts with residential
critical areas that
neighborhoods.
are negatively
3. Public services are
impacted by the
available to serve
use.

Proposal
Commercial selfstorage units are
within 3 to 5 miles
of Kamas,
Hideout, Tuaye
and Jordanelle
Parkway
residential
developments
and recreation
areas.
Manager dwelling
unit (1200 sf)
provided in
Building A.

12 parking spaces.
Utilities and water
are available. Will
need septic
system/permit for
accessory
dwelling/office.
Five dumpster
enclosures.
No steep slopes,
ridgelines,
wetlands or
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

demands of use without
negatively impacting
level of service to
adjoining uses.
Does not contain critical
areas that are
negatively impacted by
the use.
Use is compatible and
consistent with or
supports other nearby
uses and/or property
conditions.
Use will not
substantially alter
essential character of
surrounding area.
Use will not
substantially increase
the danger of fire or
endanger public safety
or diminish or impair
enjoyment of
surrounding properties.
Potential impacts to
neighboring uses and
community at large to
be addressed by site
plan, architectural plans
and plan of operations.

4. Use will not
substantially alter
essential character
of the surrounding
area.
5. Use will not
substantially
increase the
danger of fire or
endanger public
safety.
6. Potential impacts
to neighboring
uses and
community at
large to be
addressed by site
plan, architectural
plans and plan of
operations.
All uses in an MPD
must be allowed in
the Zone.

All uses in an MPD must be
allowed in the Zone.

Floor Area
and Lot
Coverage

Dictated by parking,
circulation, and site design
requirements and
development standards.
Maximum Floor Area or Lot
coverage shall not exceed
60% of the lot.

No maximum stated,
however must meet
use criteria, parking,
circulation and site
design requirements.

streams.
Character of
surrounding area
is rural and
agricultural and
adjacent UDOT
property is
industrial/storage.
Fire and public
safety issues can
be addressed internal
circulation shall
meet fire
standards. Access
is paved.
Low profile
buildings,
landscaping and
fencing on
perimeter
proposed.
Discussion
requested:
building setbacks,
massing and
articulation
(breaking up of
longer buildings)
and compatible
architecture. No
unscreened
outdoor storage.
Building A- 1,200
sf footprint (2,400
sf floor area)
Phase 1 Buildings
B-M – 134,140 sf
(625 storage
units- vary from
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MPD requires min 10%
open space.

MPD requires min
10% open space.

Lot Width

No requirements, provided
all off-street parking and
circulation requirements
can be satisfied.

Setbacks

Front- 20’ from ROW
Side- 12’
Rear- 24’
Wetlands - 40’
Rivers, stream, lake- 100’

No requirements,
provided all material
handling, off-street
parking and required
circulation can be
satisfied.
Determined through
CUP process.
Setbacks in () are for
buildings > 32’
and/or parcels >
than 5 acres.
Front-50’ from any
County designated
ROW (100’ from
ROW or 120’ from c/l
of roadway).
Side- 12’ (50’)
Rear- 12’ (50’)
Wetlands - 40’
Rivers, stream, lake100’

MPD requires matching
setback of more restrictive
zone (AG-5):
Front- 25’
Side- 12’
Rear- 12’

50 sf to 600 sf)
Phase 2 Buildings
N-X – 82,050 sf
(410 units vary
from 50 to 600 sf)
Total building
coverage =
217,390 sf
(37.58% of site)
Total
landscaping/snow
storage = 90,912
sf (15.72 % of site)
1,415 feet

All setbacks to P/L
comply with C
District.
Front- 25’
(Buildings C, D
and N)
Front- 50’
(Building A) and
65’ (Building B)
Phase 2- 25’
Side- 25’ to 50’
Rear- 25’ to 50’
Discussion
requested for
Front setbacks in
LI District – P/L is
114’ from edge of
pavement of SR
248 and 144’
from C/L of 248.
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Building
Height

32’ (allows up to 50’ if
required for a specific
commercial use, if
approved by the Fire
District and if compatible
with adjacent buildings)
MPD - shall not exceed
zone standard.

Parking

Shall be generally located
at the side or rear, allows
limited parking at the
front. MPD requires 3
spaces per 1000 sf of net
leasable floor area and 1
space for accessory unit.

Special
Special landscape
Requirements screening and buffer
requirements, to minimize
impacts on adjacent uses,
can be required.
MPD Criteria

MPD shall be designed to
fit topography of the site.
MPD shall be designed to
take adjacent land into
consideration.
MPD shall have access
from public road.
MPD shall have/propose
utilities adequate to
support proposed use.
MPD shall comply with
Section 11-6-8infrastructure standards.
MPD shall avoid sensitive
lands and shall orient
buildings to encourage
solar design principles.
MPD shall consider
pedestrian and vehicular

32’ (allows up to 50’
if required for a
specific commercial
use, if approved by
the Fire District and
if compatible with
adjacent buildings)
MPD- shall not
exceed zone
standard.
MPD requires 3
spaces per 1000 sf of
net leasable floor
area and requires
one space for
accessory unit. PC
can decide for other
uses.
Special landscape
screening and buffer
requirements, to
minimize impacts on
adjacent uses, can be
required.
Same MPD criteria as
Commercial Zone.

Building A- less
than 32’.
All other
buildings- less
than 18’.

12 spaces includes 2 with an
ADA ramp.
Office/retail area
is 1,200 sf

25’ of perimeter
landscaping along
front and west.
Discussion- add
trees/shrubs in
groupings along
rear lot line.
x minimize
grading,
x provide buffers
to adjacent
uses, access is
from SR 248,
x adequate
utilities,
x comply with
11-6-8,
x avoid sensitive
lands,
x orient buildings
for solar
opportunities,
x adequate
circulation,
x 15.72 % of site
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connectivity.
MPD shall include
adequate areas for snow
removal and storage.
MPD shall include down
directed and shielded
exterior lighting.
MPD shall comply with all
Development Evaluation
Standards in 11-2 (protect
ag land, water/sewer
treatment, natural
resources and county
infrastructure).
MPD shall include a Design
Narrative (addressing
connectivity,
neighborhood services,
housing needs, compatible
architectural character,
site design, street design,
parking, outdoor spaces,
external storage (waste
collection, equipment
storage- snow removal,
etc.)

x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

for landscaping
and snow
storage.
Down directed
and shielded
LED lighting.
Site not in
agriculture,
protect
adjacent ag.
Water
rights/well
available.
Septic for
dwelling unit.
No new county
infrastructure
or roads.
Provides
storage
services for
residential.
Employee
dwelling unit
provided.
External
storage is
enclosed.

Standard 4: The amendment does not adversely affect the public health, safety and general
welfare. REQUEST DISCUSSION
Analysis: Concurrent with this application the applicant has submitted Master Planned
Development and Conditional Use Permit applications that will be processed and
reviewed prior to final approval of a rezone. Conditions of approval can be applied to
ensure that the rezone does not adversely affect public health, safety and general
welfare. Plans need to demonstrate necessary fire safety, circulation and emergency
access; prohibition of fuel, explosives and other dangerous products storage; removal of
unscreened storage; prohibition of burning; installation of a stop sign at the exit;
description of exterior lighting, including a lighting plan, etc.
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Discussion
Staff identified the following issues for discussion:
1. Is the location of proposed use appropriate for Light Industrial (LI) or alternatively,
Commercial (C) zoning considering access, adjacent property and uses, surrounding
zoning and characteristics of the property and proposed use?
2. What are potential impacts of Light Industrial or Commercial zoning on the SR 248
corridor at this location? What mitigation measures can reasonably be imposed on the
use to minimize such impacts?
3. What are potential impacts on adjacent uses, such as the UDOT storage facility to the
east and large parcel residential uses to the south and west? What mitigation measures
can reasonably be imposed on the use to minimize such impacts?
4. Are there specific uses (allowed or permitted (CUP, LIP, etc.) in the LI or C Districts) that
are not consistent with the General Plan for this property and that could be specifically
prohibited by the accompanying Master Planned Development.
5. Are there specific changes to the overall site plan that the applicant should consider,
such as setbacks, building massing and orientation, circulation, location of parking, etc.?
Details of architecture, exterior lighting, fencing and landscaping including design and
materials, will be considered at a future meeting, however general discussion and
comments are welcomed at this early stage (see Exhibit G).
6. In consideration of phasing, are there specific uses that could be allowed in the area of
the second phase (western portion of the sight) in the interim? Should all perimeter
landscaping be installed with Phase one? Are there other concerns with phasing? Plans
for existing building/barn? Should Phase 2 be submitted as a separate CUP or LIP?
Recommendation
Staff recommends the Planning Commission review and discuss the proposed Extra Space
Storage Rezone and Master Planned Development applications and provide the applicant and
staff with feedback.
Exhibits
Exhibit A – Applicant’s letter
Exhibit B – Proposed plans, photos and renderings
Exhibit C – Chapter 3 Use Table
Exhibit D – Industrial and Commercial Zone Requirements
Exhibit E – Wetlands mapper
Exhibit F – 2002 CUP approval
Exhibit G – Planning staff redlines on Site Plan
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Exhibit A – Applicant’s letter
Rezone/CUP/Storage Facility Narrative for:
Dan Meyer Highway 248 Property, Summit County
The Dan Meyer property is 13.28 acres located on the south side of Highway 248 and on the west side of
the UDOT storage facility as you enter into the beautiful Kamas Valley from Park City. Said property
currently is operating under a CUP as a logging facility where it stores and processes lumber and all the
equipment to process this lumber.
Dan Meyer, who is the current owner would like to propose an upscale storage facility that would be
constructed in two phases and be paced accordingly with the attached feasibility study and the
projected growth within the designated target study. Phase one will consist of one 30’x40’ office
building which will incorporate a welcome lobby, care takers facility and a restroom. Phase one will also
consist of 623 storage units ranging in size from the smallest being 10’x10’ and the largest being 15’x40’.
It is fully anticipated to use natural earth tones for the materials and colors to maintain as close to the
natural colors and landscapes around this area as possible.
This facility once constructed will be operated and maintained by Extra Space storage, which is known
for their ability to manage and maintain some of the cleanest and well-maintained storage facilities
around the nation.
ACCESSABILITYAccess to this property will be off of Highway 248 utilizing and sharing the existing ingress/egress access
for the UDOT storage facility. As the attached feasibility letter shows, the location and accessibility of
this property is simply the perfect fit for this type of use and development. Access from Kamas and its
outlying towns along with Park City and the big developments like Tuhaye and Jordanelle Parkway make
this an ideal location considering most of these developments do not allow or simply cannot
accommodate much for storage space.
ParkingAs per the site plan more than adequate parking has been provided for this type of use, which includes
12 parking stalls with 2 of them being handicap accessible stalls with an ADA ramp.
WaterThere is an existing water well located onsite at the high end of the property which is plenty adequate
for the needs of this development, but it will require a water storage tank and pump to insure we can
provide proper fire flows.
SewerA septic system and leach field will be utilized to accommodate the care takers residence and restroom
facilities because no other facilities are feasible or available for such a small use.
WasteEnclosed dumpster locations have been strategically placed to help promote a clean and organized
storage facility.
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LandscapeAs illustrated in the site plan drawings there will be a 25’ landscaped buffer around the entire property
to help buffer and maintain a vegetated look surrounding the buildings. Also shown on the plans is a 6’
high decorative concrete wall, which again will be in shades of earth tone colors so that it does not stand
out and is intended to blend in with the natural surrounding environment. With all the landscaping and
grassed area, this property will still maintain 2.04 acres of open space that will be landscaped with grass,
trees and shrubs.
Storage UnitsThe storage units themselves are strategically planned, placed and designed to utilize the existing
contours to minimize the cut and fills as well as to minimize the impact on the exiting topography of the
property. The buildings have also been positioned to minimize the views of the storage unit doors from
highway 248. We are anticipating working closely with the planning staff and utilizing their knowledge
and expertise to come up with an acceptable color and material board to insure we are mindful and
consider all of the best options to ensure we are aligning this project with other potential uses around
this area. There is a wide verity of storage unit sizes to accommodate all the different needs in this
targeted demographic area with storage units ranging from 10’x10’ to 15’x40’.
Storm Water –
Storm water will be 100% contained within the property utilizing an underground water storage system
pending Geotech investigation. Onsite storm water will be directed into storm drain inlet boxes and
conveyed into said underground storage system which will then treat and allow the storm water to
dissipate naturally into the ground.
There is an existing UDOT culvert that drains onto this property that is conveyed through a ditch that
carries it through the property onto the neighboring property. Phase one will simply preserve the
existing ditch and allow the storm water to follow its existing path. Phase two will propose us piping this
ditch through the development and ending it at the existing discharge location.
Worth noting –
My client and myself have been approached by local developers and business owners expressing great
interest in this project. One in particular is Wellers Recreation and the ability to store trailers and
snowmobiles close to their location, which they say is almost a daily request but is something they can’t
currently provide. The attached feasibility letter also addresses the wants and needs of individuals along
the Wasatch front requesting to store their trailers and snowmobiles in this area to get away from
pulling them up the canyons and or the lack of storage area. With this location being the gateway to the
Uinta’s and located away from the hub of all the residential and located next to the UDOT storage
facility there really is no better place for a light industrial project like this one.
Rezone Request –
We are asking to rezone this property, Parcel Number - CD-425, Account Number – 108641 from Eastern
Summit County Zoning: AG/Grazing - 5 to Eastern Summit County Zoning: Light Industrial.
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Exhibit B – Proposed Plans

Overall Site Plan
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.]

Phasing Plan

Grading Plan
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Storm Drainage Plan

Rendering- Office and Accessory Unit Building
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Photographs and Perspectives from SR 248 looking east
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Photos and Perspectives looking south from SR 248

Aerial Photo of site
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Exhibit C – Land Use Chart of Allowed and Permitted Uses
(Note that Uses are Highlighted in left column if they are different between Commercial and
Light Industrial. AG-5 Uses are also highlighted as current uses of the property)
11-3-16: CHART OF ALLOWED AND PERMITTED USES:
A. The following chart titled "Chart Of Allowed And Permitted Uses" defines allowed, conditional and
low impact uses for the various zone districts. Those uses designated by the letter "A" shall be
considered allowed uses in the particular zone district; the letter "C" shall represent those uses
that require conditional use approval and the letter "L" shall represent those uses that require low
impact permit approval. If there is no letter designated for a use in a particular zone, or if a
particular use is not listed on the chart of allowed and permitted uses, it is prohibited.
CHART OF ALLOWED AND PERMITTED USES

Zoning legend:

Use legend:

R-2.5

Residential2.5

VO

Village
Overlay

A

=

Allowed

AG-5

Agriculture-5

CA

Cabin Area

C

=

Conditional

AG10

Agriculture-10

C

Commercial

L

=

Low impact

AG20

Agriculture-20

LI

Light Industrial

T

=

Temporary

AG40

Agriculture-40

I

Industrial

Blank

=

Prohibited

AG80

Agriculture-80

Permitted Uses

R2.5 AG- AG- AG- AG- AG5
10
20
40
80
CA

Accessory buildings and
uses to the principal use,
exceeding 2,000 square
feet

Additional
Reference
C

LI

I

C

C

L

L

L

C

C

A

A

Accessory buildings and
uses to the principal use,
not to exceed 2,000
square feet

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Accessory dwelling unit

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

Section 11-618

Permitted Uses

R2.5 AG- AG- AG- AG- AG5
10
20
40
80
CA

Additional
Reference
C

LI

I
5 of this title

Adaptive reuse of a
historically significant
structure

C

Agricultural employee
dwelling unit

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

L

L

L

C

C

C

C

A

A

A

A

Agricultural employee
facility for the purpose of
providing shelter for
more than 1 family
Agriculture buildings and
uses customarily
associated with
traditional "agriculture"
operations as defined in
appendix A of this title

A

A

C

C

C

A

Auto repair, service and
detailing

A

C

A

A

C

C

C

A

Auto wrecking yard

C

Automotive sales

C

Banks and financial
services

A

Bars, taverns, private
clubs

C
C

Butcher, retail

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

A

C

C

C

C

C

A

A

A

C

C

C

Car wash
Cemetery

Section 11-621 of this title
Section 11-65 of this title

Auto impoundment yard
and towing services

Bed and breakfast inn

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C
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Permitted Uses

R2.5 AG- AG- AG- AG- AG5
10
20
40
80
CA

Childcare, commercial

C

C

C

C

C

Additional
Reference
C

I

C

C

A

Childcare, in home (4
children or less)

A

A

A

A

A

A

Childcare, family (with 5 8 children)

L

L

L

L

L

L

A

Childcare, family (with 9 - C
16 children)

L

L

L

L

L

A

C

C

C

C

C

Commercial kennels

LI

A

A

Commercial riding
arenas

C

C

C

C

C

A

Commercial stables

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Contractor's office

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Contractor's yard

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Distillery/microbrewery

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Dwelling unit, multifamily

A

Dwelling unit, one-family

A

A

A

A

Dwelling unit, singlefamily attached

C

C

C

C

A

A

A

L
C

Equipment rental, heavy

C

A

A

Equipment rental, light

A

A

A

A

Event center

C

C

C

C

C

C

Food processing,
commercial

C

C

C

C

C

A

A

A

A

Funeral services
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Permitted Uses

R2.5 AG- AG- AG- AG- AG5
10
20
40
80
CA

Additional
Reference
C

LI

I

Gas and fuel, storage
and wholesale

C

C

C

Gasoline service station
with or without
convenience store

C

C

L

C

C

Guest ranches or lodge
intended to attract
visitors/patrons on a
daily basis or an
extended stay

C

C

C

C

C

Hazardous liquids or
materials transmission
pipelines

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Home occupation

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Hospitals

C

Hotel, motel

C

Houses of worship
including churches and
other religious
institutions

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Indoor entertainment
such as bowling alleys,
skating rinks, movie
theater, performing arts
center

A

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Section 11-63 of this title

C

C

C

Industrial uses and
operations including
storage and processing
Institutional uses
including fire stations,
private schools and
public or quasi-public

Section 11-619 of this title

C

A

C

A

C

C
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Permitted Uses

R2.5 AG- AG- AG- AG- AG5
10
20
40
80
CA

Additional
Reference
C

LI

I

L

L

L

buildings
Logging camp
Manufacturing, custom

C

C

C

C

L

C

C

Manufacturing, heavy

C

Manufacturing, light

C

C

C

C

C

L

A

A

A

A

A

A

C

C

C

C

C

C

A

A

Mobile home park
Mobile home with
foundation (see definition
of "prefabricated home"
in appendix A of this title)

A

Mobile home without
foundation that is
occupied for more than
180 days

L

Municipal landfill

C

Nursery/greenhouse

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

L

L

L

Oil wells, natural gas
wells and steam wells
Open space, recreational
(motorized)
Open space, recreational
(nonmotorized)

C

L

L

C

C

C

L

Railroad industrial uses
including shipping and
distribution

Subsection 114-7I of this title

L

Petroleum refineries
Professional offices

C

C
C

C

A
L

L
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Permitted Uses

R2.5 AG- AG- AG- AG- AG5
10
20
40
80
CA

Additional
Reference
C

LI

I

A

A

A

A

L

Recreation and athletic
facilities

C

C

C

C

C

L

Recycling facility, Class I

C

C

A

A

A

Recycling facility, Class
II

C

C

C

C

C

A

Rehearsal or teaching
studio for creative,
performing and/or martial
arts with no public
performances

L

L

L

L

L

A

Residential care facilities

C

C

C

C

C

C

Restaurant

C

A

Section 11-618 and
appendix A of
this title

A

Restaurant with drivethrough

L

Retail commercial
establishments

A

L

Rock quarries, gravel
pits, and associated
surface mining uses,
including, but not limited
to, filtering, sifting, and
processing of soil

C

C

C

L

Sawmill

C

C

C

C

A

A

Seasonal plant and
agricultural product sales
Sexually oriented
businesses

A

A

A

A

A

C

Appendix C of
this title
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Permitted Uses

R2.5 AG- AG- AG- AG- AG5
10
20
40
80
CA

Shooting ranges, indoor
Shooting ranges, outdoor

C

C

Additional
Reference
C

LI

I

C

C

L

C

C

Telecommunications
facilities - collocation

C

C

C

C

A

A

A

A

A

A

Section 11-67 of this title

Telecommunications
facilities - stealth

C

C

C

C

A

A

A

A

A

A

Section 11-67 of this title

Underground
A
transmission lines 6
inches or less in
diameter such as, but not
limited to, transmission
lines for natural gas,
water, sewer, telephone
and power

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Underground
transmission lines
exceeding 6 inches in
diameter that are not
considered hazardous
liquids or materials
transmission pipelines as
defined in section 11-619 of this title

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

Underground
transmission lines
exceeding 12 inches
diameter (including but
not limited to gas, oil and
water)

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Utility structures and
related facilities

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

L

L

Utility towers and
associated transmission
and distribution lines 45

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

A

Section 11-66 of this title
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Permitted Uses

R2.5 AG- AG- AG- AG- AG5
10
20
40
80
CA

Additional
Reference
C

LI

I

C

C

C

feet in height or less
Utility towers and
associated transmission
and distribution lines
greater than 45 feet in
height

C

Veterinarian clinic

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Warehousing and
commercial storage
Water and wastewater
treatment plant

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

L
C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

A

A

A

L

L

C

C

Welding shop,
commercial
Wind power generation
facilities 45 feet in height
and less
Wind power generation
facilities greater than 45
feet in height1

C

A

A

A

A

A

C

C

C

A

Note:
1. Wind power generation facilities greater than 45 feet in height are exempt from the ridgeline
prohibition provisions in subsections 11-2-4I and J of this title provided it meets all of the conditional
uses permit requirements in section 11-4-7 of this title.
(Ord. 877, 4-18-2018, eff. 6-1-2018; amd. Ord. 894, 3-13-2019)
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Exhibit D – Eastern Summit County Code sections
11-3-11: LIGHT INDUSTRIAL (LI):
A. District Intent: This zone district is established for the purposes of providing the general public
with access to a range of light industrial and service related uses that are consistent with and
supportive of the goals of the Eastern Summit County general plan, necessary to support the
economic growth of Summit County. This zone district is also established to serve as the gap
between the Industrial and Commercial Zones. This zone district allows existing commercial and
light industrial uses to be expanded and new commercial uses to be established within the Light
Industrial Zone of the unincorporated community. However, it also is intended to permit an
appropriate diversity of economic activity at other appropriate locations to support the economic
growth of Eastern Summit County when appropriate services can be made available and the use
is compatible with its surroundings.
B. Existing Legal Nonconforming Light Industrial Uses: Existing legal nonconforming light industrial
uses not located within a Light Industrial Zone District may continue and may be enlarged and/or
expanded in accordance with section 11-6-2 of this title and the use criteria listed in subsection
C of this section.
C. Light Industrial Zone And Use Criteria: New light industrial uses shall not be established nor shall
existing light industrial uses be expanded within the Light Industrial Zone unless the use
complies with all of the following criteria:
1. There is adequate off-street parking, circulation areas, and safe convenient access to the property.
2. Public services (sewer, water, electric, phone, etc.) are readily available to the property and/or can
be provided at adequate levels to serve the demands of the use without negatively impacting the
level of service to adjoining uses or existing businesses as determined through an infrastructure
analysis.
3. The property does not contain critical areas that are negatively impacted by the use.
4. The light industrial use will not substantially alter the essential character of the surrounding area.
5. The use will not substantially increase the danger of fire or otherwise substantially endanger public
safety.
6. A site plan, building architectural drawings, and plan of operations will be required as part of any
conditional use, low impact permit, rezoning or expansion of a light industrial use to fully address
potential impacts to neighboring uses or the community at large.
D. Lot Width: There shall be no requirement for lot width, provided all material handling, off street
parking and circulation requirements can be satisfied.
E. Building Height: Maximum building height shall be thirty-two feet (32') unless additional building
height is required for the subject use and is approved by the fire district and is determined to be
compatible with adjacent buildings and uses. In no case shall the building height exceed fifty feet
(50').
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F. Setback Requirements: Minimum setbacks for light industrial uses shall be determined through
the low impact or conditional use approval process. The minimum setback shall be at least fifty
feet (50') from any County designated roadway right-of-way or, in the absence of a designated
right-of-way, at least eighty feet (80') from the centerline of the County designated roadway.
Front setbacks from a private driveway or access road shall be thirty feet (30') from the front
property line. In cases where the property lines extend to the center of a private driveway or
access road, the minimum setback shall be fifty-five feet (55') from the centerline of the driveway
or road. The minimum side and rear setbacks for all structures shall be twelve feet (12').
For structures taller than thirty two feet (32') and/or parcels larger than five (5) acres, the
setbacks shall be at least one hundred feet (100') from any public road right-of-way or, in the
absence of a designated right-of-way, at least one hundred twenty feet (120') from the centerline
of the public roadway, and the minimum side and rear setbacks shall be fifty feet (50').
1. Wetlands And Streams: The minimum setback from wetlands shall be forty feet (40'). The minimum
setback from a river, perennial stream, pond, or lake shall be one hundred feet (100') from the
ordinary high-water mark.
G. Special Requirements: Special landscape screening and other buffer requirements, to the extent
practical and reasonable, may be required to minimize the impact on adjacent uses. Special
screening and buffer requirements shall be determined through the planning permit review
processes. (Ord. 877, 4-18-2018, eff. 6-1-2018)

11-3-7: COMMERCIAL (C):
A. District Intent: This zone district is established for the purposes of providing the general public
with access to a limited range of neighborhood commercial and service-related uses necessary
to support the needs of residents in the surrounding area. This zone district allows existing
commercial uses to be expanded and new commercial uses to be established within the
commercial zone of the town center area of an unincorporated community. All commercial uses
exceeding two thousand (2,000) square feet are reviewed through the conditional use review
process.
B. Existing Legal Nonconforming Commercial Uses: Existing legal nonconforming commercial uses
not located within a commercial zone district may continue and may be enlarged and/or
expanded in accordance with section 11-6-2 of this title and the commercial use criteria listed in
subsection C of this section.
C. Commercial Zone And Use Criteria: New commercial uses shall not be established nor shall
existing commercial uses be expanded within the commercial zone unless the use complies with
all of the following criteria:
1. The commercial use provides goods and/or services and employment opportunities to the residents
of eastern Summit County.
2. There is sufficient off-street parking at a minimum ratio of three (3) spaces per one thousand (1,000)
square feet of floor area with adequate circulation and convenient access to the property without
hazards and conflicts in residential neighborhoods.
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3. Public services (sewer, water, electric, phone, etc.) are readily available to the property and can be
provided at adequate levels to serve the demands of the commercial use without negatively
impacting the level of service to adjoining uses or existing businesses as determined through an
infrastructure analysis.
4. The property does not contain sensitive lands that are negatively impacted by the commercial use.
5. The commercial use is compatible and consistent with or supports other nearby uses and/or property
conditions and has frontage along a public roadway.
6. The commercial use will not substantially alter the essential character of the surrounding area.
7. The commercial use will not substantially increase the danger of fire or otherwise endanger public
safety, or substantially diminish or impair the enjoyment of surrounding properties.
8. A site plan, building architectural drawings and operational management plan will be required as part
of any conditional use, low impact permit, rezoning or expansion of a commercial use to fully
address potential impacts to neighboring uses or the community at large.
D. Floor Area And Lot Coverage: Floor area and lot coverage requirements in the commercial zones
shall be dictated by off street parking, adequate circulation and other site design requirements
and development standards. The maximum floor area or lot coverage shall not exceed sixty
percent (60%) of the lot.
E. Lot Width: There shall be no requirement for lot width, provided all off-street parking and
circulation requirements can be satisfied.
F. Setback Requirements: Minimum front yard setbacks shall be twenty feet (20') from any roadway
right of way. Minimum side yard setbacks shall be twelve feet (12') from the side property line.
Minimum rear yard setback shall be twenty-four feet (24') from the rear property line to provide
adequate alleyways for deliveries. Variances to the required setbacks to facilitate the use of
existing buildings may be considered.
1. Wetlands And Streams: The minimum setback from wetlands shall be forty feet (40'). The minimum
setback from any other naturally occurring year-round stream, lake, pond or reservoir shall be one
hundred feet (100') from the ordinary high-water mark.
G. Parking: Parking shall generally be located at the side or rear of commercial buildings with only
limited parking allowed at the front of the building between the roadway and the building.
H. Building Height: Maximum building height shall be thirty-two feet (32') unless additional building
height is required for the commercial use and is approved by the fire district and is determined to
be compatible with adjacent buildings and uses. In no case shall the building height exceed fifty
feet (50').
I. Special Requirements: Special landscape screening and other buffer requirements, to the extent
practical and reasonable, may be required to minimize the impact on adjacent uses. Special
screening and buffer requirements shall be determined through the conditional use review
processes. (Ord. 776, 7-18-2012)
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Exhibit E – USFW Service Wetlands Mapper
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Exhibit F – 2002 CUP approval letter
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EXHIBIT G

PHASE 1
BUILDING A - 30'x40' (12) public parking stalls
BUILDING B - 14'x110' (11) 10x14
BUILDING C - 15'x60' (6) 10x15
BUILDING D - 15'x440' (44) 10x15
BUILDING E - 45'x140 (18) 5X10 (12) 10X15 (12) 15X30
BUILDING F - 40'x320' (8) 10X10 (60) 10X20
BUILDING G - 40'x320' (8) 10X10 (60) 10X20
BUILDING H - 50'x320' (10) 10X10 (60) 10X25
BUILDING I - 30'x310' (10) 5X10 (58) 10X15
BUILDING J - 40'x310' (8) 10X10 (58) 10X20
BUILDING K - 40'x310' (8) 10X10 (58) 10X20
BUILDING L - 50'x310' (10) 10X10 (58) 10X25
BUILDING M - 40'x690' (46) 15x40
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BUILDING N - 15'x210' (21) 10X15
BUILDING O - 40'x285' (19) 15X40
BUILDING P - 30'x50' (10) 10X15
BUILDING Q - 25'x150' (15) 10X25
BUILDING R - 25'x210' (21) 10X25
BUILDING S - 50'x310' (10) 10X10 (58) 10X25
BUILDING T - 50'x280' (10) 10X10 (52) 10X25
BUILDING U - 40'x260' (8) 10X10 (48) 10X20
BUILDING V - 30'x240' (12) 5X10 (44) 10X15
BUILDING W - 30'x210' (12) 5X10 (38) 10X15
BUILDING X - 30'x120' (12) 5X10 (20) 10X15
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